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Educational 'nesting Service

and

Eldon G. Lytle
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Significant progress has been made in recent years in the automated

analysis of written products. Several software programs are commercially

available and others are in various stages of development. Well-known are

software packages like Writer's Workbench (Erase, 1983; Kiefer & Smith,

1983), Grammatik III Crhiesmeyer, 1984; Wampler, Williams, Walker, 1988),

HOMER Palen & Lanham, 1984), WANDAH (Von Blam & Cbhen, 1984), HBO' Writer,

and Rightwriter, which, detect a number of features of style and usagebut

which have serious limitations (Bowyer, 1989; Gralla, 1988; Hazen, 1986).

These simple programs operate primarily by counting and string matching, and

they can often be marketed in the form of one to several low-density

diskettes. Other programs under development use pattern matching and/or

parsing and are conseguently much more complex. These systems include IBM's

EnSTIE (Heidorn, Jensen, Miller, Byrd, & Chodorow, 1982), a pattern matching

program developed at the University of Pittsburgh Mull, Ball, Fox, Levin, &

McCUtchen, 1985), andiODrdMAP (Lytle & Mathews, undated) . Of these more

complex systems, WOrdMAP (U14) has the advantage that it has been used

extensively in secondary schools, community colleges, universities, and even

graduate business schools.

The assessment of writing skill is labor-intensive, especially if any

attempt is made to provide examinees with any feedback other than a single
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score. Moreover, it is often unreliable because of xr.ader disagreements and

the use of one-item assessments consisting of a single essay on a single

topic. COmputer analysis of written products allows for greater detail in

the feedback that can be provided to examinees and can relieve much of the

burden on human readers by making detailed judgments; unnecessary. meter

analysis can also add to the validity of assessments made by multiple-choice

tests and essay tests judged by multiple readers. Finally, computer analysis

of writing is not limited to evaluation of one or two samples of writing; as

many samples as are available, even lengthy ones, can be analyzed.

TO examine the utility of computer analysis in the assessment of written

products, we have made use of an extensive data base of writing skill

assessments and other assessments collected over a number of years. We have

augmented that data based with computer analyses of the same essays that were

originally scored by human readers as part of a research study. With such a

large array of variables, a number of important questions can be asked: Can

computers score essays as well as human readers? Can computers in

conjunction with multiple-choice scores of English skills replace readers?

If human readers are essential, how many independent readings are needed when

computer analyses and multiple-choice test scores are available? TO what

degree can writing ability be predicted from a single sample of writing?

Data Source

Data used for the project were originally collected and analyzed by

Breland et al. (1987). These data consist of College Board scores

(Scholastic Aptitude Test, English Ctrposition Test, Test of Standard Written

English) and special essays collected for the study. The essays were written
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as a part of freshman English composition courses in six different

institutions in six different states. Although a total of 270 students

completed all assignments (two narrative essays, two exposicory essays, and

two persuasive essays completed at home) , a subsample of 92 students was used

for the computer analyses. The following variables were available for 92

cases:

The Test of, Star rd Written English CDSVE). A 30-minute multiple-

choice test administered at the time students are applying for college

admission.

The EngliEh Composition Test fECT1. A 60-minute achievement test in

English usually required by the most selective institutions and somewhat

more difficult than the TSWE. For same administrations, the Ber

includes a 20-minute essay test and, for those administrations, the

multiple-choice portion of the test is 40 minutes. Only the multiple-

choice portion of the test was used for the present analyses.

Thp Scholastic Aptitude Tact, Verbal Part (SA' W) A 60-minute

multiple-choice test of verbal aptitude.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test, Mathematical Part (sAaLm). A 60-minute

multiple-choice test of mathematical aptitude.

Essay #1 Score. The sum of three holistic scores for a 45-minute

expository essay, range 3 to 18.

Essay #2 Score. The sum of three holistic scores for a 45-minute

expository essay on a second topic, range 3 to 18.

Essay #3 Score. The sum of three holir.ic scores for a 45-minute

narrative essay, range 3 to 18.

Essay #4 Score. The sum of three holistic scores for a 45-minute
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narrative essay an a second topic, range 3 to 18.

Score. The sum of three holistic scores fora persuasive essay

written first as a draft in class, ddscussed in a second class period,

and rewritten as a take-home assignment. Range 3 to 18.

Essay I/6 Score. Ihe sum of three holistic scores for a second persuasive

essay topic written in the same way as Essay 5, range 3 to 18.

For Essay #1, the following variables were also available:

grror Rate. Azmanual count of errors essay conducted independently by

two different readers with the two reader counts summed and then divided

by the total number of words written.

Word Count. A computer count of the number of words written.

lgogmth_Wit. A computer count of the number of paragraphs written.

Passive Verb Flags. A computer count of the number of passive verb

flags.

To ee Verb Flags. A camputer count of the number of to be verb flags.

SubjeptiVerb Flags. A computer count of subject-verb disagreement

flags.

aggv Word Flags. A. ccaputer count of fuzzy (or overused) word usage

flags.

mn-on Sentence Flags. A computer count of run-on sentence flags.

ggnsaannggs. A computer count of dangling preposition flags.

Spelling Flags. A computer count of spelling flags.

Capitalization Flags. Al =muter count of capitalization flags.

FUnctuation Flags. A computer count of punctuation flags.

Flags Score. A composite score based on all flags.
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klarla_ggam. A oamposite score basal on the nuntber of punctuation mark

types used.

A complex composite of all WordMAP variables.

Gratunar Flags. A computer count of all grammatical flags

Usage Flags. A ccaputer count of all usage flags.

Style Flags. A computer count of all style flags.

Pr ictjngLffgjLgsti Scoring for a Single Essay

Table 1 shows correlations between the Essay #1 score and other

available variables. The best correlates of this single essay score are the

TSWE and Error Rate (both .60), followed by the ECT (.56) SAT-V (.54)1 Word

Count (.50), Marks Score (.48), Flags Score (.47)F and the WardMAP Composite

Score (.46). Table 1 also shows that all of these variables correlate better

with the Essay #1 score than does SAT-M (.36) I but it is interesting to
observe that even Silo -M is a useful predictor of writing skill. The surprise

of Table 1 is that the count of passive verb flags, style flags, and usage

flags all correlate positively with the holistic score for this essay.

Apparently, these kinds of variables are not considerable it by the

readers of these essays.

Table 2 shads a series of multiple regression analyses in which the

may #1 score is predicted fret selected variables. Variable Set 1 included

all multiple-choice scores, but only two of these (TSWE and SAT-V) made a

significant contribution to the prediction. The shrunken multiple R of .62

is only slightly greater than the zero-order prediction by TSWE of .60.

Variable Set 2 included all canputer-generated scores, and ten of these

contributed to the shrunken multiple R of .74. The word count, the count of
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usage flags, and the count of fuzzy word flags contributed most to the

prediction. Again, the positive beta weights for the usage and passive verb

flags are interemting. Variable Set 2 shows, as did Page (1968) many years

ago, that a computer can predict reasonabay well the scores assigned by human

readers of essays. It is of interest to observe also that the multiple R of

.74 obtained from omputer analysis is larger than the zero-order r of .60

obtained from a manual count of errors in the same essays by two different

readers.

Variable Set 3 in Table 2 cczined multiple- aide tests and computer-

generated scores, and seven of these variables contributed to the prediction.

The shrunken multiple of .78 is only slightly larger than that of .74

obtained using the computer scores alone.

Predicting Writing Ability More Generally.

We now turn to a somewhat different type of analysis in which we

predict, not the score on a single essay, but the cotbined scores on five

different essays exoludana the essay analyzed by woOMAP (PM). In other

words, we will show that we can predict a staxle.it's ability to write more

generally using only multiple-choice scores a.-.1 a mmputer analysis of a

single 45-minute essay. The five-essay criterion is based on a combination

of narrative, expository, and persuasive writing written both, in class under

timed conditions as well as outside of class without timing following class

discussion of the essay assignments. In other words, the five-essay

criterion is a pretty good measure of each students writing ability. With an

alpha reliability of .88, the five-essay criterion correlates well with a

number of variables.

Table 3 shows simple correlations between the five-essay criterion and
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available variables. The best correlate of the five-essay critellan obtained

was for the TSWE (.72)1 followed by the ECT (.70), Error Rate (.62), sAry

(.58), Flags Score (.47), Marks Score (.44), Wyn24AP Composite (.42), and

Word aunt (.40). once again, rote that SAT-I4 is also a good predictor of

writing ability (.39), almost as good as some of the other variables. But it

is important to emphasize that Error Rate, Flags Score, Marks Score, WOrdMAP

Composite, and Word Count are based on only a 642102SLOMAy which was not one

of the five essays included in the five-essay criterion. Again, it is of

interest to note the positive correlations generated by style and usage

flags. In other words, style (which is concerned with split infinitives, the

use of passive and "to be" verbs, the use of first-person referer-ss like "1"

or "me," and starting sentences with "and" or "but," and the like) appears

not to be considered especially important by readers of college freshmen

English papers. The same appears to be true of usage (which is canoe led

with the use of cliche's, vague, weak, or fuzzy words, slang, and

colloquialisms, for example) .

Table 4 shows that good predictions of writing ability can be mode

without the use of human readers. The multiple-choice scores of Variable Set

1 yielded a shrunken multiple R of .73, and the computer-generated variables

of Variatle Set 2 yielded a shrunken multiple of .66. When both multiple-

choice scores and ccepiter-generated scores are coMbined in Variable Set 3,

the shrutken multiple increases to .82.

The use of variables like word count and paragraph count may be viewed

by some as "sy-temically invalid" because feedback of this type to the

writers of the essays would not necessarily improve their writing ability

(Frederiksen & Collins (1989) . Others view such variables as "corruptible"
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because knowledge of them cculd result in faking by examinees. But a case

can be made for a count of words written on a timed test since it is a good

measure of verbal fluency--an ability not often measured by other tests

(Sincoff & Sternberg, 1987) .

In Table 5 ue introduce the human reader as a predictor of writing

ability. As we have rioted previously, the Dray #1 that we have analyzed by

computer was also read and scored holistically by three different readers.

The sum of their 'scores was the dependent variable in Tables 1 and 2. Now we

wish to determine how well these reader scores predict the five-essay

criterion, which excludes the Essay #1 score. Variable Set 1 in Table 5

shows that the multiple correlation of these three reader scores predicted

the five-essay criterion quite well (R .74) , but not nearly as well as the

coMbination o4 multiple-choice scores and ccmputer analysis (of the same

essay) shown in Table 4 (R= .82).

Variable Set 2 in Table 5 adds the Error Rate, and thus two more human

readers, to the prediction. The multiple R of .76 shows that even five human

readers cf a single essay do not do as well at predicting writing ability as

did the combination of multiple-choice and computer scores in Table 4.

Variable Set 3 simulates a common type of writing assessment in which

two reader scores are combined with one multiple-choice test score. The

second and third readers were chosen because their combined performance was

better than other reader oombinations. The multiple correlation obtained

with lariable Set 3 (R = .80) is comparable to that obtained using multiple-

choice solves in combination with computer analysis in Table 4 (R = .82).

Replacing the TSWE with the ECT in Variable Set 3 makes no significant

difference in the analysis.
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Variable Set 4 combines the two human readers with the oomputer-

generated scores. The Shrunken multiple R of .77 is almost as high as that

dbtainei in the simulated assessment of Variable Set 3, and it avoids the use

of multiple-choice tests.

Variable Set 5 in Table 5 uses all available variables to predict

writing ability and shows that only a single reading of the essay is

necessary when multiple-choice test scores and computer analysis are combined

with human readings. Inclusion of the Third Reader in Variable Set 6 dad not

increase the multiple elation beyond the .B5 value obtainable with only

one reading. Note that SAP-M and the paragraph count are supressor

variables.

Conclusions

These resvats are important because they show that assessments of

writing skill can be enhanced thrall) the use of text analysis software.

A/though it is not likely that ;limy institutions will choose to attempt such

assessments without human readers, it will clearly be possible to reduce the

amount of labor requiredperhaps by using only one reading rather than two

or three as is at times the custom.

Equally important is that computer analysis of student essays can

provide a level of detail in feedback to students, teachers, and others that

is not possible using human readers alone. This kind of feedback has

important implications for instruction in English composition. Moreover,

computer analysis can provide detailed feedback on many written products,

even lengthy cues; a teacher of English will normally provide detailed

feedback on only a few brief essays.
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Finally, the analysis of free-responses in essay form as a means of

assessing writing skill would appear to be a promising alternative to

multiple-choice tests, which are vie/ed by same as having negative

consequences for instructionespecially in composition instruction.
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Table 1. Correlations Between Predictor Variables
and Essay #1 Score

04 92)

Predictor Variable Correlation With
Holistic Rating*

plultiple-Choice Soares
TSWE
ECT

SM

.60

.56

.54

.36

- Score
Error Fate" - .60

ge1,11.1AP Variables
Word Count .50
Passive Verb Flags .15
To Be Verb Flags .00
Subject/Verb Flags - .26
Fuzzy Word Flags - .07
Run-on Sentence Flags - .16
Dangler Flags - .29
Spelling Flags - .25
Capitalization Flags - .04
Punctuation Flags .00

_=niMR_QM1._..ite Scores
WM Composite .46
Marks Score .48
Flags Score .47
Grammar Flags - .35
Style Flags .10
Structure Flags - .35
Usage Flags .04

*
The sum of three

**The
sum of error

by the nuMber of

ratings made independently by three different readers.

counts made independently by two different readers divided
words written.



Table 2. Multiple Regression Predictions of
may #1 Score

(N = 92)

Dependent Predictor P-Value beta R*
Variable Variables

Essay #1** Variable Set 1
TSWE .00 .44 -63 (.62)
SADA/ .04 .23

Var*ble Set 2
Word Count .01 .29 .77 (.74)
WM COmposite .02 .23
Flags Score .07 .19
Marks Score .19 .15
Structure Flags .22 -.10
Usage Flags .02 .28
Grammar Flags .10 -.14
Passive Verb Flags .02 .19
Dangler Flags .14 -.12
Fuzzy Word Flags .02 -.26

Variable Set 3
ISWE .03 .34 .80 (.78)
SPIT-,V .02 .27
Ear .22 -.19
Word Count .00 .29
WM COmposite .11 .12
Flags Score .01 .24

Marks Score .14 .16

*
Figures in parentheses adjusted for the number of predictor variables.

**The sum of three holistic ratings of Essay 1.



Table 3. Correlations Between Predictor Variables and
Writing Ability (N = 92)

Predictor Variables Correlation With
Five Essay Score Sum*

Scores on Mull4ple-Choice Tests
TSWE .72
ECT .70
SAT-V .58
SAT-M .39

__h5g9:1W
Error Rate, Essay #1** -.62
Essay #1 Score .74
Essay #1, 1st Reader Score .64
Essay #1, 2nd Reader Score .68
Essay #1, 3rd Reader Score .61

Selected WordMAP Variables
Word (bunt, Essay #1 .40
ParagraPhst " .03
Passive Verb Flags, Essay #1 .07
To Be Verb Flags, - .05
Subject/Verb Flags, It - .27
Fuzzy Word Flags, .04
Run-on Sentence Flags, .11
Dangler Flags, .24
Melling Flags, .33
:apitalization Flags, Pt .11
Punctuation Flags, - .01

It2g119R______jte Scores
Conposite, Essay #1 .42

Marks Score, " .44
Flags Score, .47
Grammer Flags, It

"- .25
Style Flags, If .20
use Flags, .10

*The sun of 15 reader scores on 5 essays excluding Essay #1.
**The sum of error counts for the &say #1 made by two different readers

divided by the number of words written for this essay.



rable 4. Multiple Regressice Predictions of With; Ability
Without Wyman Readers

(N= 92)

Dependent Predictor Predictor beta Multiple R*
Variable Variables Significance

(P-value)

Holistic Sum ** 314riAblgOptl
TSWE .00 .46 .74 (.73)
ELT .04 .03

Variable Set 2
Word Count .01 .03 .69 (.66)
Paragraph Mount .01 - .24
WM COmposite .10 .18
Flags Score .00 .33
Marks Score .17 .02
Usage Flags .05 .18
Dangler Flags .18 - .12

Variable Set 3
TSWE .00 .45 .84 (.82)
SA--V .01 .02
SATE -,M .11 - .01
Word Count .01 .02
Paragraph Count .00 - .22
Flags Score .00 .02
Marks Score .05 .02
Usage Flags .01 .16

*Figures in parentheses adjusted for the number of predictor variables.
**The sum of five essay scores excluding Essay Score 1.



Table 5. Multiple Regression Predictions of
Writing Ability With Huron Readers
(N = 92)

Dependent
Variable

Predictor
Variables

P-Value beta R*

Holistic Sum** Variable Set 1
1st Reeder, Essay #1 .00 .29 .75 (.74)
2nd Reader, " .00 .40
3rd Reeder, n .09 .17

Variable Set 2
1st Reader, Essay #1 .09 .17 .78 (.76)
2nd fir, " .00 .33

3rd Reader, " .08 .16
Error Nate, 111 .00 - .27

Variable met 3
2nd Reader, Essay #1 .00 .27 .81 (.80)
3rd Reader, I/ .01 .23
TSWE .00 .46

Variable Set 4
2nd Reader, Essay #1 .00 .41 .79 (.77)
3rd Reader, II .18 .13
Word COunt, " .14 .02
Paragraphs, I, .01 - .20
414 COmposite, II .22 .01
Marks Score, " .26 .01
Flags Score, 11 .02 .02
Usage Flags, II .07 .14

Variable Set 5
2nd Reader, Essay #1 .00 .27 .87 (.85)
TSWE .06 .21
SATV .08 .12
SUM .12 - .01
ECT .19 .17
Word Quit, Essay #1 .03 .17

Paragralts r
II .00 - .20

W Warpcsite, " .30 .10
Flags Score, " .12 .11
Marks Score, " .27 .11
Usage Flags, If .01 .19

*Figures in parentheses adjusted for the number of predir:tor variables.
**The sum of 15 holistic scores on 5 different essays, excAluding Essay #1.


